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Hom. yéqupa, and Arm. kamuri 'bridge'

3. The noun

yégopo (long 1), short

u)

occurs

in

two

contexts, one being E 88f, the other a formula.

By Roeenr S. P. Beeres, Leiden

Hom. yégopa does not mean 'bridge'; its meaning in the two
contexts is unknown. It is argued that the word means 'beam,
(construction of beams)', metaphorically 'line of battle,
phalanx'. It is a substratum word, which may be cognate with
Arm. kamuri, and perhaps with Hattic hamuruwu.

l.

The possible connection of Gr. yó<popa and Arm. kamurj
is much discussed. One objection has always been that in Homer
the word does not mean 'bridge'. It is usually translated with
'dam', but this meaning gives difficulties in both contexts where

the word is found. I think that the solution is found in a
suggestion by Furnée (1972,223), viz. that Hattic hamuru(wa)
'beam' might be connected. (As he gives no source, I assume
that the idea is his.) One may not immediately accept this
suggestion, but when one looks again at the Homeric contexts, it
becomes clear that 'beam' is the meaning of the word in Homer.
2. Before discussing the Homeric usage of the noun, I recall
the use of the verb legupó<o. In A 245 Achilles grabs a tree,
which comes down and bridges the river. This agrees very well
with the notion that a bridge can be formed by a beam, i.c. a
tree. The meaning 'to bridge' is the normal one in classical
Greek. In O 357 Apollo, assisting the Trojans in their attack on
the Greek camp, tramples the banks of the ditch and:
ye<pópcooev ôè ré),eoOov 'bridged a path', which is something
like 'made a bridge as a path' (over the ditch of the Greek camp)
for the Trojans. Here we have the (later) notion of a 'bridge',
which is this time made by making a kind of dam. (It does not
imply that yÉgupü means 'dam'; we shall see that in Homer the
word never means 'dam'.) So the two passages do not teach us
much.

Glon4 LXXVilt, t2-21, tssN 00 I 7- I 298
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In E 88ff we read : (norcrpc,¡)
letpúpprp, óç t ôrcr þérrlv ðrÉôoooe yegópcxç,
tòv E oöt' öp re yégopcrt èep(y)pévcn iolovó(Dorv,
oöt' öpo Ëprea ío2¿et al.coúov èptOr¡}.écov.

It is clear that a kind of embankments is meant, but the
question is whether these can be earthen dams, as is generally
assumed. fégopor is followed by a participle which has a varia
lectio. Leaf ad loc. chooses èepypévar and translates 'fenced
close', but I do not see what this means. The embankments are
themselves a kind of fence (as is confirmed by Éprecr in 90), so
how can you fence a fence? Èépyro means 'shut in' or 'out' and
this gives no acceptable meaning. (If we assume the meaning
'beam' we get no proper meaning either.) So we have to
consider the form Èeppévor. The verb means 'fasten together'.
Leaf translates: (dams) 'joined together in long lines' or
'bound'. I agree with his comment "Neither of these is very
satisfactory; eipro always means 'to connect together by a rope
or string"'. Nevertheless this interpretation is generally
accepted. Ameis-Hentze-Cauer say:'gereiht, d.i. ununterbrochen sich an den ufern hinziehend'. This is a highly forced
interpretation. Lamer (1932, 1069) is correct when he says:
"Aber auch 'gereihte D¿imme' sind es nicht" (i.e. sind nicht
denkbar). (Ruijgh points out to me that Homer has no (passive)
perfect from èépyol, but that he uses èpr/y-, as in ë,pyur,ut,
(è)éplcrto. Note further that èép1co is the lectio facilior, as it is
much more frequent than eipro in Homer.) However, when we
use the meaning 'beams', the expression is perfectly clear:
'beams connected together' are meant, which form þarts of) an
embankment. (Note that a bridge consisted also of a number of
beams, fitted together or not.) (One might prefer 'plank, board'
for'beam'; often the same word has both meanings, cf. OFr.
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balka 'Laufplanke', OE bolca id.; after all, the distinction
between beam and plank is a gradual one.)
There is further evidence for this meaning. In 88 the verb is
èréõaooe, 'scattered'. This verb seems inadequate in the case
of an earthen dam. It is understandable that Naber and Nauck
conjectured èrcéaooe 'split' (see Leaf), since an (earthen) wall
is 'broken' by a torrent; but it is not what the text says. With the
notion 'beam', the use of èrÉõaooe is perfectly natural: the
wooden structures are torn to pieces (of wood) and scattered.

Homer is the formula cxvcì
160, Y 427; ènì @ 553; no prep.

4. The other context in

ntol.époro yegúpaç (@ 378,
^ is roughly 'the lines-of-battle' or
and rcoî,. 371). The meaning
the space^between them. The latter idea is not necessary; it
seems to have arisen because it had to mean something different
from 'phalanx', and because of speculations how 'dam' could
come to mean 'line-of-battle'. There have been many attempts
to explain the meaning from 'bridge' or'dam'. The meaning is
at once clear when one assumes 'beam': it is exactly the same
metaphor as in the case of <púl,ay(, which also means in origin
'piece of wood, log'. So the meaning 'beam' solves all
difficulties in Homer.
Singor, 1991, 27, rejects the traditional explanation of
gúIay| as 'line of battle' from a metaphor: the advancing line
of warriors was compared with a rolling (straight) trunk of a
tree, which he finds "hardly convincing". I find this explanation
quite satisfactory; in fact, to what else would you compare it?
He further thinks that in the traditional explanation the fact that
<púl"ay( (with one exception) always occurs in the plural is not
explained. However, there is no problem: the poet wanted to say
'lines of battle' and used the plural; there is nothing remarkable.
Singor suggests that in a few cases the plural gúl,cryyeç means
'line', in the singular, but this interpretation is not necessary: the
plural is in all instances quite natural (note that yeqópüç too
only occurs in the plural). His own suggestion is that gú)"cryf
meant 'spear' (comparing ôópu 'wood, spear') and that '(row
of) spears' was the origin of the notion 'line of battle'. But there
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is no indication whatever that the word ever meant 'spear', and
this assumption is quite superfluous. (The ancient explanation
saying that people EúÀorç raì þonaÀorç rcxì rcopúvcrrç
èpo1ovro, RE XIX 1938 s.v. Phalanx, is no more than scholarly
speculation. Note that no spears are mentioned.) Now we have
established the older meaning of yégupa, it confirms that it was
'piece of wood, trunk, beam' that became 'line of battle'. - It
may further be pointed out that the latter word is the older word
used metaphorically for 'line of battle'. yÉgupa occurs only a
few times in one formula. I disagree with Singor who stresses
(1991, 23,27,33) that qúIoy( is formulaic. It is rather
remarkable that it is not. That the word is used (almost) always
at the end of a line does not make it a formula: every word-type
has its preferred position in the hexameter (cf. Beekes 1972). Of
its 34 occurrences we find only: rl.ovéovto/o <puLayyeçlaç 4x,
rivovto gol.alyeç 3x (but in À 281, 332, 427, which is rather a
repetition in short distance than a formula), èraprúvavro
gú}.a1ycrç 3x, ötpuve gúl,ay1crç 2x, ioravro cpaÀÀayyeç 2x.
This is a quite low degree of formularity. The conclusion is that
the word is recent in the epic language, and replaces 1ó<popa.
(This word could no longer be used as metaphor for 'line of
battle' as it came to mean 'bridge'.)l

' Singor also thinks that gcrÀc1( is Indo-European. One reason will be
that the word seems to have cognates in other Indo-European languages.
However, this does not prove that the word is of Indo-European origin (see
the conclusion of this article!); cf. Beekes 2000. Frisk and Chantraine also
stick to an Indo-European origin. To my astonishment neither Kluge-Seebold

nor Lloyd-Springer consider foreign origin. It is true that the situation

is

complicated, but everything points in my view to non-lndo-European origin.
For Greek one goes on repeating that the nasal may be secondary, for which
there is no ground; certainly the assumption that the nasal is an expressive
element is completely dated. The suffix -a1( is clearly non-lndo-European:

all words are technical terms (Chantraine

1933, 399) which have

no

etymology, and the form of the suffix can hardly be Indo-European. The
same is true for -r1q, -Ðy€. Of course, it is possible that in an incidental case
a suffrx ofnon-lndo-European origin was added to an Indo-European root or
stem,

butthat is the exception. IfgúÀrnç iscognate, the comparison ofthe
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5. The development of 'beam' to 'bridge' is unproblematic.
Cf. the passage A 245 discussed above. I may quote Buck 1949,
721 (10.74): "Words for 'bridge' are connected with words for
'beam, board-flooring', reflecting the structure, ..." He gives e.g.
SCr. bfv 'beam, footbridge'. Schrader-Nehring s.v. Brticke
mention a Semitic word for 'bridge', e.g. Assyr. giíru, beside
which occurs guíuru 'beam'. (It is unfortunate that the EIEC
does not have a lemma 'bridge'.) It may be remembered that
one beam or plank already forms a bridge. And further that
words for beam, plank often at the same time indicate something
made from beams or planks; cf. OE baelc 'covering, tegmen';
OIc. bqlcr 'scheidewand'; in Greek cf. rd èr tov [úÀorv
oiroõopt'¡pcrrcr gúì.oyyeç rcrl.oôpev (RE XIX 1938 s.v.
Phalanx), etc.
6. We return now to the etymology.
We must first look at the Greek variants (cf. Hooker 1979,
390). Beside yégupcr we have Cretan ôé<popcr. Hesychius gives
ôigoopa as Laconian (oo another notation for o). He further
gives Bou<púpaç (acc. pl.), which must probably be changed to
*Bougopaç because of the alphabetic order, and for which
Schulze proposed *Bocpoupcrç. It is clear that, as Hooker
emphasizes, the result is not very reliable. I agree with Ruijgh
(p.c.) that *pogoopcr could have o from e through assimilation
in the labial surrounding (Þ, q, oo). Lastly, Athenaeus (621Ê
622a) quotes a passage from Strattis (PCG fr. 49,5 Kassel-

two forms shows that they cannot be Indo-European. (gal"rqç itself can
hardly be Indo-European, '/ giving À"o.) But the meaning is not well known
and it is a hapax (see Frisk; one should compare its meaning with that of Lith.
balíienas). The Germanic words show an ablaut that looks Indo-European,

it is now realized that loan words can be subjected to inherited IndoEuropean processes. The word has every appearance of a European
loanword: (apparent) *bh-, a-vocalism, the meaning (wooden poles, beams,
sticks etc. are very often loanwords), the distribution (Germanic, probably
Balto-Slavic, perhaps Latin). To connect everything with a root for 'to swell'

but

is an old-fashioned way of etymologizing which has been much ridiculed.

Hom. yéçupcr, and Arm. kamurj'bridge'
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Austin) where the Thebans are called great inventors as regards
the lexicon, and BÀéçupav' rrlv yé<popav is given as an
example. The form is generally corrected to *Bêqopav, but
Hooker is right in warning: "in such a context, where it is
precisely the strangeness of the Theban forms that arouses
interest, the change [: correction] is perhaps suspect." I wonder
whether the À perhaps resulted from a gloss y, after which f
was slightly turned and read as came into the text.
The Greek alternations are^ diffrcult. An (Indo-European)
labiovelar does not help, as exactly the best known form, with

y-, cannot then

be explained. One compares Bl,r11<ovly?"uyav, a

loan-word, and Bl"égcrpov/yÀégcrpov (where one might think
that the interchange is due to the following l,). The interchange
is found in òBei óçl òõe),óç, a word that has no etymology. For

other comparable changes see Furnée 368ff. I add
- aôapveîv - &yaæ-ártr,l-o;Çco 'to love'(Furnée 224;I

crõcrærr1

am, with Frisk and Chantraine, very sceptic about Ruijgh's
connection with crlcr-, Scr. Min 2,395), and yq beside
^npúrnpa
(cf. Ruijgh 1999; Ruijgh thinks that ô/y might continue
substratum g/ which I find quite attractive). All the words cited
have no good Indo-European etymology, so they are probably
loans from the Greek substratum. It seems probable that the
different Greek forms point to a loan-word. It is possible,
however, that the word had a labio-velar from a non-IndoEuropean language (see the next section). These labio-velars
partly behaved like the Indo-European labio-velars (as here the B
and õ), but in some cases the labial element may have been
ignored, giving in this case T (cf. (igoç, Myc. qisip-, which
would have given rp- if it were Indo-European).
7. It is often stated that the word is probably Indo-European
because it had a labiovelar. This is wrong for two reasons. In the
first place the y- cannot be explained from an Indo-European
labiovelar. In the second place the substratum language had also
labiovelars, e.g. Myc. qasireu: BaotÀeóç; cf. further Beekes
199516,12f. See also the preceding section.
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Frisk adds as a further argument that the suffix -Õpa is also
found in ríyrcupcr which is certainly Indo-European. Exactly for
this word I doubt that (anchors were originally just stones), but a
general objection is that ðÀupa, Àénupov, nitupov, Àdrpupov
are technical terms without etymology which rather seem to be
loan-words (Chantraine 1933, 234). (Also, a non-Indo-European
word in -ur can have adopted the Greek suffix -ya.) Moreover,
the Mycenaean syllabary has signs for rja, rjo, which probably
means that the non-Indo-European language for which the script
was designed, had a palatalized r. A good example for rjo (but
in an Indo-European word) is turjo, Gr. t0póç 'cheese' (cf. Av.
tuiri- < *turi-). This proves that substratum words can have had

-(")/-.
Moreover

no

convincing Indo-European etymology or
reconstruction has been found. Vy'e can now add that words for
'beam, pole' etc. are often loan-words. Lastly we can recall that
no Indo-European word for 'bridge' is known (Lat. pons, with
its Indo-European ancestry, did not mean 'bridge' originally); it
is quite possible that they had no bridges (cf. e.g. SchraderNehring s.v. Brücke). Indo-Europeanists have often been
reluctant to admit the presence of loans from non-IndoEuropean languages. All in all there is every reason to suppose a
non-Indo-European word.
8. It has been proposed that the word is a loan from Semitic.
One theory is that it was taken over from the Gephyraioi, who
were supposed to be Semites. But Herodotus is the only one
who suggests that they were Semites - which is just his personal
idea, which is quite unreliable. The suggestion has been
generally rejected.
Hooker (1979) suggested that it is related to the Semitic root
gå 'high, raise(d)'. The words mostly means 'hill', though
Syriac seems to have words meaning 'beam, embankment' (I
find it difficult to understand that one word/root can mean both
'hill' and 'beam'). On the whole the suggestion is not
convincing. Few scholars will subscribe to Hooker's view that
the word, which can hardly have reached Greece through trade,

Hom. yé9upa, and Arm. kamurj'bridge'

t9

comes from a poetical tradition. In general I think that a word
for 'beam' can be taken from a substratum language, but hardly
from a language far away, unless it is a specific kind of wood,
for which there is no indication.
9. V/e shall now reconsider the possible connexion with

Arm. kamurl V/e know now that the Greek word originally
meant 'beam', so the semantics are less of a problem. Clackson
(1994,221 n. 153) points to an expression p'ayt kamrji'a (piece
of) wood of a bridge', which translates Çóî,ov ôtapaOpaç. He
rightly concludes that kamurj is (or can be) a wooden
construction. Thus we can say that the semantic problem has
vanished. We can now even say that the semantic agreement is
striking.
There are severe formal difficulties if one assumes that the
words are Indo-European. The a against Gr. e has been
explained by the rule that an e before an u in the next syllable
becomes ø. However, this rule is incorrect (cf. Arm. heru'last
year' - Gr. æépuot). If we assume an o for Armenian, this may
have become ø in unstressed position. But I wonder whether this
rule worked when an o was followed by a rounded vowel (o, u).
The biggest problem is Arm. m - Gr. g, which do not agree if
the word is Indo-European. However, they are both labials, the
one the nasal, the other a stop. We have seen that there are good
reasons for the assumption that the word is a foreign loan. And
then the variation fits into a well-known pattern. Kuiper (1956,
213) already pointed to the phenomenon of 'nasalization' in
Greek substratum-words, where a stop was replaced by the
corresponding nasal (cf. pcipBrroç - Bdp¡nroç, Búorcr[ ¡rúorc(
etc.; see also Furnée 222-227). So this variation is well-known
and confirms the non-Indo-European origin of the word.
But Arm. -mu- also presents a problem, as an m before an -udisappeared in Armenian. This again may point to a loan-word.
(One might think of original *-^p-, which gave Arm. m. ln
substratum words we also find prenasalization, here bh : mp; the
interchange bh/p being also found in substratum words.)
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It must also be remembered that Armenian È, according to the
Indo-European sound laws, continues a *g. The / probably

continues aj, after r.
We can conclude that the connection with Armenian is quite
probable.
10. Lastly there is Hattic hamuru(wa). Furnée probably
found it in Kammenhuber 1969, 455. The Hittite version renders
it by clsÙR. Kammenhuber translates 'Dachbalken'. The
agreement in meaning, 'beam', is quite remarkable, as is that in
form. If we accept that the Hattic word is related, it does not
necessarily mean that Hattic is the language of origin. It can be
from another non-Indo-European Anatolian language. It is
generally known that many Greek place-names have a parallel in

Asia Minor, so many that it is evident that there was an
Anatolian language which was cognate with the (a) Greek
substratum. The word may have reached Greek through Luwian,
which was spoken in western Asia Minor. This may explain the
e, as a became e in this language (cf. for the Greek side lesåos Lazpa, Ephesos - Abasa).
Add. 1. See now E.P. Hamp, The Celtic road to 1é<popo, in
Scríbthair a ainm n-ogaim, Scritti in Memoria di Enrico
Campanile, Pavia 1997,I463-466. He starts, however, from the
meaning 'dam, dyke', which is wrong.
Add. 2. H. Martirosjan found a nice confirmation in Georgian
kiporði, which is probably a loan from Armenian (see Arðatyan,
H.A.B. 2,503).It points to a labial stop and it means 'beam, log
with which to make a bridge'.
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